Abstract-This paper describes two elitism-based compact genetic algorithms (cGAs)-persistent elitist compact genetic algorithm (pe-cGA), and nonpersistent elitist compact genetic algorithm (ne-cGA). The aim is to design efficient compact-type GAs by treating them as estimation of distribution algorithms (EDAs) for solving difficult optimization problems without compromising on memory and computation costs. The idea is to deal with issues connected with lack of memory-inherent disadvantage of cGAs-by allowing a selection pressure that is high enough to offset the disruptive effect of uniform crossover. The point is to properly reconcile the cGA with elitism. The pe-cGA finds a near optimal solution (i.e., a winner) that is maintained as long as other solutions (i.e., competitors) generated from probability vectors are no better. It attempts to adaptively alter the selection pressure according to the degree of problem difficulty by employing only the pair-wise tournament selection strategy. Moreover, it incorporates the equivalent model of the (1 + 1) evolution strategy (ES) with self-adaptive mutation. The pe-cGA, apart from providing a high performance, also reveals the hidden connection between EDAs (e.g., cGA) and ESs (e.g., (1 + 1)-ES). On the other hand, the ne-cGA further improves the performance of the pe-cGA by avoiding strong elitism that may lead to premature convergence. The ne-cGA comes with all the benefits of the pe-cGA. In addition, it maintains genetic diversity as a bonus. This paper also proposes an analytic model for investigating convergence enhancement (i.e., speedup).
I. INTRODUCTION
G ENETIC ALGORITHMS (GAs) are stochastic search mechanisms. They are inspired by the mechanics of (Darwinian) natural selection and genetics [1] . They have been successfully used in a wide variety of applications in business, engineering, and science [1], [2] . Of all the issues connected with GAs-such as population size, genetic operators (e.g., selection, crossover, and mutation), and encoding methods, etc.,-the population size that guarantees an optimal solution quickly enough has been a topic of intense research [3]-[8] . This is because large populations generally result in better solutions, but at increased computational costs and memory Manuscript received October 30, 2002; revised February 10, 2003 and April 12, 2003 [9] proposed the compact GA (cGA) as an estimation of distribution algorithm (EDA) that generates offspring population according to the estimated probabilistic model of parent population instead of using traditional recombination and mutation operators [10], [11] . The cGA represents the population as a probability (distribution) vector (PV) over the set of solutions and operationally mimics the order-one behavior of simple GA (sGA) with uniform crossover using a small amount of memory. Therefore, the cGA may be quite useful in memory-constrained applications such as multicast routing and resource allocation problems in the emerging field of wireless networks. When confronted with easy problems (e.g., continuous-unimodal problems) involving lower order BBs, the cGA can achieve solutions of comparable quality with approximately the same number of fitness evaluations as the sGA with uniform crossover [9] . However, the cGA does not provide acceptable solutions to difficult problems (e.g., deceptive problems or multimodal problems), because it does not have the memory to retain the required knowledge (e.g., decision error, linkage information of genes) about nonlinearity of the problems [9] . These problems involve higher order BBs. It is noted that most practical applications may come within the purview of difficult optimization problems because they usually have many local optima (i.e., multimodal) and the genes are interdependent in general (i.e., it is difficult to model the problems as the combination of lower order BBs). It follows that the cGA may not be effective in solving real-world problems. In order to obtain better solutions to such difficult problems, the cGA should exert a higher selection pressure. This, in turn, increases
